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Abstract: We construct a Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) algebra on moduli spaces of
Riemann surfaces. This algebra is background independent in that it makes no ref-
erence to a state space of a conformal field theory. Conformal theories define a
homomorphism of this algebra to the BV algebra of string functionals. The con-
struction begins with a graded-commutative free associative algebra # built from
the vector space whose elements are orientable subspaces of moduli spaces of punc-
tured Riemann surfaces. The typical element here is a surface with several connected
components. The operation A of sewing two punctures with a full twist is shown
to be an odd, second order derivation that squares to zero. It follows that (^,A)
is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. We introduce the odd operator δ — d -\-hA, where
d is the boundary operator. It is seen that δ2 — 0, and that consistent closed string
vertices define a cohomology class of δ. This cohomology class is used to construct
a Lie algebra on a quotient space of ^ . This Lie algebra gives a manifestly back-
ground independent description of a subalgebra of the closed string gauge algebra.

1. Introduction and Summary

At present the formulation of closed string field theory requires two choices. A
choice of a set of string vertices, and a choice of a conformal field theory repre-
senting a string background. It is now known that the use of two different nearby
sets of string vertices leads to the same string field theory [1]. Furthermore the use
of two nearby conformal field theories also leads to the same string field theory [2].
This latter property is called background independence. Since a fundamental goal
in string theory is the writing of a manifestly background independent formulation
of the theory, investigation of background independent structures is an important
endeavor.
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In our earlier work [2] we found Riemann surfaces analogs of the antibracket
and the delta operator of Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) quantization. By making no
reference to the state space of a conformal theory, such objects define a background
independent structure. We also indicated that by including disconnected Riemann
surfaces one would obtain a complete BV algebra structure. The definition and main
properties of BV algebras have been considered in Refs. [3,4,5]. The relevance
of the Riemann surface BV algebra is that a conformal background furnishes a
natural map (homomorphism) to the BV algebra of string functionals. Therefore,
the Riemann surface BV algebra is a background independent object that underlies
the background dependent BV algebra of string fields.

There are three main points to the present work, and we discuss them now:

(i) We give a detailed and precise description of the relevant complex #
of subspaces of moduli spaces of disconnected punctured Riemann surfaces, and
introduce a graded associative algebra. We prove the existence of a BV algebra by
introducing a delta operator A which is shown to be a second order derivation that
squares to zero. This part of the work gives an economical derivation of the results
of [2] and completes some of the details that were not given there.

(ii) It was found in [2] that the exponential of the formal sum of closed string
vertices er/% defines an element of <€ that is annihilated by the operator δ = δ + %Δ,
where d is the boundary operator (picks the boundary of spaces of surfaces). More-
over, δ2 = 0. We were led to believe that the problem of finding a consistent set of
string vertices can be reformulated as the problem of finding a cohomology class of
δ on the complex #. We use here the earlier work of Ref. [1] to show that given
two nearby sets of consistent string vertices *V and Ψ*1', the difference erlh — er /h

is indeed δ trivial. In obtaining this result we had to include in the complex # some
formal limits of spaces of surfaces. This part of the work clarifies the geometrical
basis of the independence of string field theory on the choice of string vertices and
confirms the identification of string vertices with a cohomology class.

(iii) In Ref. [6] we discussed the Lie algebra of gauge transformations of a
quantum field theory formulated in the BV approach. These gauge transformations
are built using the antibracket, the delta operator and the master action. We build
a background independent Lie algebra by using the geometrical antibracket, delta
operator, and the string vertices If (which are, except for the kinetic term, the
geometrical representative of the string action). The Lie algebra is shown to be
independent of the representative er^h for the cohomology class of δ. We show
that the natural map from spaces of surfaces to string functionals furnished by a
conformal background defines a homomorphism between the two Lie algebras.

There are some obvious and fundamental questions that we will not address
here. We have obtained a background independent BV algebra and Lie algebra, and
a homomorphism to background dependent BV algebras and Lie algebras defined
on string functionals. We would like to know by how much the homomorphism
fails to be surjective. If the failure is small the background independent algebraic
structures discussed here capture much of the string field theory algebraic structure.
It is also not clear how to use the background independent structures to give a
manifestly background independent construction of string field theory. Witten [7]
has suggested that the space of homomorphisms between the Riemann surface and
string field BV algebras is a plausible candidate for the space of two-dimensional
field theories. This idea, and variations thereof deserve concrete examination.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we construct the complex # and
introduce the relevant associative algebra. In Sect. 3 we construct the BV algebra on
#, discuss the d and δ operators, review the homomorphism to the BV algebra of
string functionals, and introduce the operations contraction and Lie derivatives on
(β. In Sect. 4 we discuss cohomology of δ in #, changes of string vertices, and the
background independent Lie algebra built using the string vertices.

2. The Associative Graded-Commutative Algebra

Let us begin by defining the spaces we are going to work with. We let
denote the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g and with n punctures.
The space &9

n will denote the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g and
with n punctures with a chosen analytic coordinate at each puncture. The space &%
is infinite dimensional (except when n = 0) as an infinite number of parameters
are needed to define coordinates around punctures. The space ^g has the structure
of a fiber bundle over J(g

n, with a projection that consists of forgetting about the
analytic coordinates at the punctures.

In closed string field theory it is useful to introduce the space &9

n which is also a
space fibered over M9

n. This space is obtained from Θ*9

n by a projection that forgets
the phase of the local coordinate at each puncture. These spaces are useful because
they admit globally defined sections that extend all the way to the boundary of Jί^.
This is not the case for £P9

n. The spaces 2P9

n are also infinite dimensional, except
when n — 0.

We will see that the main geometrical operation having to do with the BV
antibracket is the operation of twist-sewing. This is a natural operation on & where
we do not have the phases available to do sewing with a fixed sewing parameter.
In fact, an antibracket in & defined by twist-sewing would be degenerate and thus
unacceptable. Therefore we will only analyze the BV structure on ^ . We will begin
by setting up the vector space # where the algebra is defined, and then introduce
the dot product.

2.1. The Vector Space. We will be interested in finite dimensional orientable
subspaces of β?9

n for all g,n ^ 0. Those spaces will be called basic spaces,
to distinguish them from generalized spaces to be introduced later. These sub-
spaces may or may not have boundaries, and may or may not be connected,
but will be taken to be smooth submanifolds. A single surface of some genus
g and some number of punctures «, is a basic space of zero dimension; a one
parameter family of surfaces is a basic space of dimension one. The dimen-
sion of a basic space can easily exceed that of the moduli space Jίg

n\ in such
case the basic space must contain families of surfaces that give the same un-
derlying surface upon forgetting about the local coordinates at the punctures.
For n — 0 the dimensionality of a basic space cannot exceed that of
Jίli= βg - 6).

Let us now introduce the space 0^'"'ζrl which will be defined as the carte-
sian product of a finite number of decorated moduli spaces mentioned above. We
take

(n\,...,nr) — n\ nr ' \ )
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A point in this space is a collection of surfaces (Σ\,...,Σr), where Σi G &%. We
will think of (ΣΊ, . . . ,Γ r ) as a single generalized Riemann surface, that is a surface
with r disconnected components. The space ^[^ l v"'^j can therefore be thought of

as a space of disconnected Riemann surfaces. Given a collection sigun. C ΦQun. of
basic spaces of surfaces, we can easily define a subspace of disconnected surfaces.
We introduce the product space

This subspace of disconnected surfaces must also have its punctures labeled.1

Each disconnected surface has N = Σrik punctures and they must be labeled from
1 to N. To start with we just have r connected components, with the ίth component
having its punctures labeled from 1 to «z . Let P£ denote the kth puncture of the
space si%. In the relabeled object this will become the puncture / \ + Σ <in•• This
defines the labeling of the punctures in the disconnected surfaces.

Orientation. Let [s/%] denote, at any point of st%> an ordered basis of tangent

vectors to si% C Φ%. This globally defined basis of ordered vectors defines the

orientation of sin). Let {si9

n)} denote the tangent vectors in ^^ l v " '^j induced by

the tangent vectors [si%] of stfgunr Then the orientation of sig

n\ x x ^fίr is

defined by the ordered set of tangent vectors [{s/%\},...,{**%}].

Symmetric Spaces. As usual with spaces of surfaces with labeled punctures there
is a useful notion of a symmetric space. A basic space of surfaces si is said to
be symmetric if the space obtained by exchanging the labels of any two labeled
punctures is exactly the same as the original space. It follows from our definition
of a product space that the punctures are labeled in a specific way and under
the exchange of labels the space is not invariant. In order to define a notion of
a symmetric product space, we now introduce a symmetrized product, where we
sum over all possible ways of labeling the punctures in the resulting disconnected
surfaces. We define

\ —nr\n\\

where the sum Σσes m n s o v e r a ^ permutations of N labels, and P σ denotes the
operator that changes Pn —> Pσ(n). The above sum should be understood to be a
formal sum where we add up spaces multiplied by real numbers. The factors mul-
tiplying the sum in the right-hand side have been introduced for later convenience.
By construction, the space |[«^«j,«c/«2'---'^»r]l i s kft invariant under the exchange
of any two labels of a pair of labeled punctures. In such a symmetric space any
fixed label puncture must appear in every disconnected component of the general-
ized surfaces except for those components which do not carry any puncture. The
orientation of the space [ [J/^J, . . . , s i%\ is defined by the orientation of the various
terms appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3).

1 By an abuse of notation we shall often refer to the puncture on a Riemann surface associated
with a subspace si of the moduli space as a puncture of the space srf.
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It follows from our definition of |[ J in Eq. (2.3), that the basic space
is symmetric even if «s/ is not. Furthermore, for a symmetric basic space $0 one
has \sd\ = J / , by virtue of the normalization factor included in (2.3). The same
normalization factor guarantees that

E < ; , . . . , < i = I IK\ 1, • • •, I < ] I , (2-4)

for arbitrary basic spaces $#%. Let us consider the case when all the basic spaces of
surfaces appearing in Eq. (2.3) are symmetric and have the property that any given
surface Σ G sί% with labeled punctures appears in s&% with unit weight. (We shall
define such spaces srf% to be symmetric basic spaces with unit weight.) Then the
sum in the right-hand side can be rewritten as a sum over inequivalent splittings
of the N labels in groups of n\9n2,...9nr labels. Each inequivalent splitting will
appear in the sum n\\ri2\ -nr\ times as identical terms by virtue of the symmetry
of the basic spaces. As a consequence the sum in the right-hand side can be written
as a sum over inequivalent splittings, each term being a space of surfaces with unit
weight. This means that each different labeled generalized surface will appear with
unit weight. This simple fact will be useful to understand the consistency of the
normalization factors of some of the equations we shall encounter later.

Since we will always be considering oriented spaces (in the sense of homology)
it is clear that we must have

I. .,.<;,.<:;, ...i = (-)^"i%..,^;:;,<,...], (2.5)

where the symbol s0% in the exponent denotes the dimension of the space $4% (this
notation will be used throughout this paper). Indeed, under the exchange of the basic
spaces &&% and ̂ « +|, the orientation of the generalized space |[J/«J ,. . ., stf%\ picks
up the indicated sign factor. The reader may note that the symmetric assignment
of labels to the punctures is necessary for the exchange property to hold. If this
was not the case the spaces to the left and to the right of (2.5) would not agree as
spaces with labeled punctures.

Grading. We grade the basic spaces srf9

n by their dimensionality, which, as men-
tioned above, is a priori unrelated to the dimensionality of the moduli space Jί9

n.
This Z grading induces an obvious Z2 grading according to whether the dimension-
ality is even or odd. The Z grading of generalized subspaces is defined by the sum
of the dimensionalities of the basic spaces entering the definition of the generalized
space. Their Z2 grading is also induced by the Z grading.

The Complex c€. We finally introduce the complex where the BV algebra will be
defined. This is the complex #, with the structure of a vector space, whose elements,
denoted as X, 7,.. . are formal sums of the form

with ag
n\^

9
n

r
r a set of real numbers (r ^ 0). This vector space # is extraordinarily

large! It is spanned by subspaces of decorated, disconnected surfaces of all genus
and of all numbers of punctures. When we add subspaces of generalized Riemann
surfaces simplification is only possible when the genus and number of punctures
of all the basic spaces match, and, in addition, all but one of the basic spaces
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actually coincide. For example, the addition of \st%,sί%^ and \β%^9

n\\ with
all Qι and m different, cannot be simplified. Not even !>/«},.a^I + \β9nx^%\ can
be simplified in general. Nevertheless

l 2 J ^ ! I ^ / ί ! ? J 3 f / ι 2 J I l Z />>

In general we simply take

where all the basic spaces implied by the dots are the same, one by one, in the
three terms appearing in the equation. The zero element 0 in the vector space can
be identified with any generalized subspace [[ja/̂ J, ja/jξ?•••I? where one (or more)
of the basic spaces is the empty set of surfaces.

Since the vector space # is spanned by symmetric elements we call ^ the space
of symmetric subspaces of direct products of basic spaces. A general element in ̂
is symmetric in the sense that every sector with a fixed number of punctures is. The
complex # is actually spanned by symmetrized products of symmetric basic spaces.
This is clear from Eq. (2.4), where an arbitrary symmetrized product is rewritten as
the symmetrized product of a set of basic spaces that are symmetric. Furthermore,
since each symmetric basic space can be expressed as linear combinations of sym-
metric basic spaces with unit weight, it follows that the complex # is spanned by
symmetric products of symmetric basic spaces with unit weight.

2.2. The Dot Product ( ). Given two vectors 1,7 G ̂ , whose general form was
given in Eq. (2.6), we define the dot product X Y G ̂ , by the following two
equations:

Yj, XuYjev. (2.10)

It is manifest from this definition that X Y G # . For symmetric basic spaces srf%
and 0&% with unit weight, the spacesXx = fl^1 ,...,srf%~\ and Yx = \M%,..., < ^ J
have the property that each inequivalent labeled surface appears with unit weight
(see the remarks below Eq. (2.3)). Since the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9) is also
built as a symmetrized product of symmetric basic spaces with unit weight, it fol-
lows that in the dot product X\ Y\ each inequivalent labeled surface appears with
unit weight.

As defined, the dot product is manifestly associative. It also follows from the
above definition, and Eq. (2.5) that the dot product is graded commutative. In
summary

X . Y = (-)XYY .X , X . (7 Z) = (X Y) Z , XJ.Ze^. (2.11)

We have therefore obtained the structure of a graded commutative algebra on cβ.
It is useful to have an alternative description of the dot product (X 7) for the

case when X and 7 are not themselves symmetrized products but linear combina-
tions thereof. For this let us regard X as a collection of labeled surfaces Σx with
TV punctures appearing with weight wΣχ, and similarly 7 as a collection of labeled
surfaces Σy with M punctures appearing with weight factor wχγ. We can then
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define X Y as the collection of surfaces of the form

1 ^
(2.12)

In constructing these classes of terms we have relabeled the punctures of the disjoint
surfaces from one to N + M and have symmetrized over all possible assignment of
labels to the punctures, dividing by the symmetry factors N\ and Ml which take
into account the original symmetry of X and Y. This definition is extended to more
general surfaces (say with variable numbers of punctures) by multilinearity. In order
to show that this definition is compatible with the earlier one we must show how
to derive (2.9) from (2.12). Using Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.12) we get,

1 1 _ _ _

ι\- nr\n\\" nr\ n

< x s/% x J ^ 1 x ... x &fy), (2.13)

where N = Σ nί a n d M = Σ mi> °' is a permutation of the labels 1 to N of the si
spaces, and σ" is a permutation of the labels 1 to M of the & spaces. Due to the
sum over the σ permutations of the labels 1 to N + M, the σr and σ" permutations
only contribute factors of TV! and Ml respectively. We therefore get

Λ I ! . . . / I Γ ! mxl ms\σeSN+M

• P σ ( ^ | x x i f x ^ x x @%s), (2.14)

which, by Eq. (2.3) agrees with Eq. (2.9). This shows that the two definitions of
the dot product coincide.

It follows from Eq. (2.12) that when we multiply two spaces X and Y that only
contain configurations appearing with weights equal to one, the dot product (X 7)
is made of different configurations each appearing with unit weight (except in
degenerate cases). This is seen as follows. Each term we consider in (2.12)
would have WΣX = WΣY = 1? and we get configurations with weight factor \/N\M\.
Nevertheless, by symmetry the spaces X and 7, contain respectively Nl copies of
Σx and Ml copies of Σγ, with the punctures relabeled. Each of these copies can
be seen to contribute an equal amount to (X 7) by the rule expressed in (2.12).
The number of different copies that can be combined is N\M\. This cancels out
the same weight factor appearing in the denominator of (2.12) and results in every
single configuration produced with unit weight.

For our later developments it will be convenient, though not strictly necessary,
to introduce a new element in the complex ^ which will be a unit 1 for the
dot product. Thus, by definition, X 1 = 1 X = X, for every I G ^ . Intuitively,
the unit can be thought to represent the surface with zero number of connected
components and zero punctures. As such, under the dot product, which simply puts
together the disconnected surfaces of the spaces to be multiplied, multiplication by
the unit has no effect.

The reader may note that the construction of the graded-commutative associa-
tive algebra given here was done along the lines of the standard construction in
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mathematics of free associative algebras starting from a vector space V. In our case
that vector space is the space of basic subspaces of Riemann surfaces. As in the
standard construction one forms all tensor products VΘN and adds them together
to form a complex. There is natural multiplication V®N x V®M -> V^N+M\ Most
of the work we had to do in our construction was due to the necessity of working
with symmetric spaces throughout.

3. The Batalin Vilkovisky Algebra

In this section we begin by defining the Δ operator and then turn to show that it
squares to zero and that it is a second order derivation of the dot product. This
shows that we have a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra [3,4,5]. We discuss how the
antibracket is recovered and explain the properties of the boundary operator d. We
also review the homomorphism to the BV algebra of string functionals. We conclude
by showing how to extend the complex # to include elements which are formal
limits and have the interpretation of contractions and Lie derivatives.

3.1. The Operator Δ. While our aim in this section is to give a definition for an
operator Δ acting on elements of # it will be convenient to introduce an operator
Aij, with iή=j\ that will act on direct products of basic spaces of surfaces (not
necessarily symmetrized).

For any product space s/ (a space of the form s/ = srfg

n\ x x $4%), we
define Aijst as \ times the set of surfaces obtained by twist sewing the punctures
Pι and Pj of every element in stf. If zz and zy denote the local coordinates around
those punctures, twist sewing means sewing through the relation zμj = eiθ with
0 ^ θ ^ 2π. It is clear from the above definition that Aij = Aj{. We extend the
definition of Ay to linear combinations of product spaces by taking it to be a linear
operator. The Ay operation reduces the number of punctures by two. Therefore in
the resulting surfaces the punctures must be relabeled from 1 to N — 2. This will
be done preserving the ascending order of the punctures. If the two punctures to be
sewn lie on the same connected component, that connected component increases its
genus by one, and Aystf is made of disconnected surfaces with r components. If
the two punctures to be sewn lie on the different connected components, those two
connected components fuse to give a single connected component. In this case Ays/
has r — 1 connected components. The dimension of Ay si is dim(ja/) + 1, with the
twist angle θ parametrizing the extra dimension. If {jaf} denotes the ordered basis
of tangent vectors induced on Ays/ by the original basis of tangent vectors [s/] of
jtf, we define the orientation of the space Ays/ to be [^,{^}].2 If s& represents a
product space with a total number of punctures less than or equal to one, Aystf — 0.

For any X = l*tβ

n\,..., st%\ e <£, we now define

AX = ΔtjX = n ύ \ n A Σ AtjVσ&il x -x • < ) , (3.1)

where we made use of (2.3). The right-hand side is actually independent of the
choice of / and j( + i) in Ay. This follows from the symmetry of X. It is also clear

2 Since the phases of the local coordinates around the punctures of stf are not defined, the
induced tangent vectors [ J / ] of Ayst are defined only up to addition of terms proportional to
d/dθ. This ambiguity does not affect the definition of the orientation of Atjs/ given above.
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that AX e <&. The linearity of Ay implies that A extends to general elements of #
as a linear operator: A ΣίaiXi = Σ / f l / ^ ^

Let us make a comment about weight factors. If X — | [^J , . . . , ja/^J is made
of symmetric basic spaces stf% with unit weight, as mentioned below (2.4), each
different labeled surface in X has unit weight. Now we claim that the same holds
for AX. This is so because whenever we pick any two punctures to be sewn in a
surface in X, the surface with those two punctures exchanged also appears with unit
weight in X giving an identical contribution to AX. The explicit one-half factor in
the definition of A then restores unit weight.

We will define A to give zero on any element of # representing a space of
disconnected surfaces with a total number of punctures less than or equal to one.
Our definition of A does not tell us how it acts on the unit element 1 of the algebra.
We will define

Al = 0, (3.2)

and this will actually be necessary for the consistency of the BV algebra to be
introduced later. It is also in accord with the intuitive notion that the surface rep-
resenting 1, with no connected components and no punctures, does not admit a
nontrivial action of A.

3.2. The BV Algebra Structure. We shall now show that the dot product ( ) and
the A operator satisfy the properties defining a BV algebra.

1. The operator A is nίlpotent:

A(AX) = A2X = 0 . (3.3)

Proof. This property holds, by definition for the special element^ = 1. If X denotes
a subspace containing three or less punctures the above property is clearly true, so
we will now consider spaces whose surfaces have at least four punctures. Let X
be such a space and let us now calculate A2X in two ways, first as A^A^X, and
then AnAi^X. The independence of A from the choice of punctures guarantees that
both evaluations must give the same answer. We will show that they differ by a
sign and therefore the object is identically zero.

In calculating AγiAγiX we first twist sew punctures P\ and Pi of every ele-
ment of X and then relabel the punctures P3 PN as P I PN-2 and twist sew
the new P\ and P2 punctures. This means that effectively the second sewing op-
eration is joining the original P3 and P4 punctures. In calculating Aι2A34X we
first twist sew punctures P3 and P4 of every element of X, and then twist sew
the punctures Pi and P2 which need no relabeling. Let Iχ be an arbitrary el-
ement of X appearing with some fixed weight factor, and representing a sur-
face with labeled punctures. Let δ/dθ\2 be the tangent vector associated with the
sewing of the original punctures Pi and P2, and d/dθ^ be the tangent vector
associated with the sewing of the original punctures P3 and P4. As explained
above, the orientation of the space A^A^X at the subspace A\2(A\2Σχ) will
contain the tangent vectors [-^-, -^-,{X}] in this order. On the other hand the
orientation of the space AnA^^X at the subspace AniA^Σx) will contain the
tangent vectors [QJJ-9 -^-,{X}] in this order. Thus the spaces Aι2(Aι2Σχ) and
A\2(Ai4Σχ) are just the same space with opposite orientation. This shows that
the two ways of calculating A2X give answers that differ by a minus sign, and
hence A2X = 0.
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2. The operator A acts as a second order super-derivation on the dot product:

A(X - Y Z) =A(X Y) Z + {-)XX A(Y Z)

+ (-){x~l)γY Zl(X Z) - AX (7 Z)

- (-)XX (Λ7) Z - ( - ) x + r X Y zlZ , (3.4)

where X, Y and Z are elements of Ή of definite dimensions.

Proof By the linearity of A and the multilinearity of the dot product it is enough
to consider the case when X, Y and Z are spaces of the form

x = l&{ι

1,...,x{;i, γ = ι&°m\9...,<Sf%sι9 z = ι&h

n\,...,&%ι. (3.5)

Moreover, since # is spanned by symmetrized products of symmetric basic spaces
with unit weight (see discussion at the end of Sect. 2.1) there is no loss of generality
in taking all the basic spaces appearing here to be symmetric and with unit weight.
Consider now the left-hand side of Eq. (3.4):

The right-hand side of this equation contains a space of surfaces which breaks
naturally into six distinct classes. Let us denote by Rxx the subset of surfaces
appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6) where the two punctures sewn by A lie
both on surfaces belonging to X. Furthermore, let Rxγ denote the subset of surfaces
appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6) where one of the two punctures sewn
by A lies on a surface belonging to X and the other one on a surface belonging to
Y. We define Rγγ9 Rzz and Rγz> Rzx similarly. The orientation of the R spaces is
taken to be induced by the orientation of A(X Y Z), and therefore, is given as
{d/dθ,[X],[Y],[Z]}. This enables us to write (3.6) as

A(X Y -Z) = Rχχ+Rγγ+RZz+Rχγ+Rγz+Rzx . (3.7)

By the property of A giving unit weight to inequivalent configurations when acting
on a symmetrized product of symmetric basic spaces with unit weight, it follows
that each inequivalent configuration appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6)
has unit weight. Since (3.7) is a disjoint breakup of this set, each configuration
appearing in any of the R classes must appear with unit weight.

We now claim that

Δ(X Y) Z = Rxx + Rxγ + Rγγ . (3.8)

As configurations it is clear that the set of surfaces on either side of the equation is
contained in the set of surfaces on the other side of the equation. Moreover, the sets
on the right-hand side are all disjoint. The only question is whether or not for each
configuration the weight factors agree. We have seen above that the right-hand side
contains each of its inequivalent configurations with unit weight. From our previous
argument, since (X Y) is a symmetrized product of symmetric basic spaces of unit
weight, Δ(X Y) contains each inequivalent configuration with unit weight. Since
Z is also of the same type, our discussion of the dot product (below Eq. (2.14))
implies that Δ(X Y) Z must have each configuration with unit weight. Finally,
the orientation of the spaces on the two sides are identical. This proves Eq. (3.8).
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In an exactly identical manner, we can derive the following two equations:

{-)XX Δ{Y •Z) = Rγr+RyZ+Rzz, (3.9)

( _ ) ( x-i)r 7 . Δ { χ . Z) = RXX+RXZ+RZZ , (3.10)

where the extra sign factors appearing on the left-hand sides of these equations are
required to take into account the necessary rearrangement of the tangent vectors to
bring them to the order {d/dθ, [X], [7], [Z]}. Using similar arguments we can derive
three more useful equations:

AX.Y.Z = RXX, (3.11)

(-)XX - AY Z = RYY, (3.12)

{-)X+YX Y AZ = RZZ. (3.13)

Equation (3.4) follows immediately from Eqs. (3.7)—(3.13). This concludes our
proof that A is a second order derivation of the dot product.

3.3. Recovering the Λntibracket. It was shown in Refs. [8,3,4] that given a
graded commutative and associative algebra with a second order derivation which
squares to zero, namely, a BV algebra, one can reconstruct the standard BV
antibracket. In particular, one defines the anti-bracket {X9 Y} through the rela-
tion

{X,Y} = (-)XA(X Y) + (-)x+ι(AX) Y-X (AY), (3.14)

then the anti-bracket satisfies the usual BV algebra relations

{χ9 7} = _ ( _ ) ( * + i ) σ + i ) { 7 ) X } 9 ( 3 1 5 )

(_)(*+iχz+i) | | X ) γ^2] + cyclic permutations of X, Y,Z = 0 . (3.16)

It also satisfies the following properties with respect to the dot product:

{X,7 Z} = {XJ} Z + ( - ) ( x + 1 ) 7 7 {X,Z} . (3.17)

Geometrical Picture. As in our analysis of Subsect. 3.2, we can express the contri-
bution to (—)xΔ(X 7) as the sum of three different classes of surfaces. We denote
by Sxx the subset of surfaces appearing in this term where the two punctures sewn
by A lie both on surfaces belonging to X. We define Sγγ similarly. Furthermore,
let SXγ denote the subset of surfaces appearing in this term where one of the two
punctures sewn by A lies on a surface belonging to X, and the other one on a
surface belonging to 7. The orientation of the S spaces is taken to be induced by
the orientation of (-)xA(X 7), and therefore, is given as {[X],d/dθ,[Y]}. This
enables us to write,

(-1)XA(X Y) = Sxx + Sγγ+Sxγ. (3.18)

We also have, using arguments similar to the ones used in Subsect. 3.2,

{-)X{ΔX) Y = SXX,

X (AY) = SγY. (3.19)

Equation (3.14) now gives:
{X,Y}=SXY. (3.20)
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Thus the antibracket {X, Y} has the following interpretation. If Iχ denotes an
element of X and Σγ denotes an element of Y, then {X, Y} consists of surfaces
where one puncture of Σx is sewn to one puncture of Σγ, and the final punctured
surface is symmetrized in all the external punctures. The orientation of the result-
ing space is given by {[X], d/dθ, [7]}. We therefore recover the definition of the
antibracket given in Ref. [2].

From the definition (3.14) it also follows that {,} is a bilinear operator in ^ ,

= Σ atbjiXu Yj}, X,, YjGV. (3.21)

3.4. The Boundary Operator d. Besides the dot product ( ), the A operator, and
the antibracket {,}, there is another useful operator that one can define in the
complex #. For any region si C ^ ^ l v " ' ; £ ] , dsi will denote the boundary of si.
The orientation of si induces an orientation on dsi as usual. Given a point p e
dsi, a set of basis vectors [v\,...,Vk] of Tp{dsi) defines the orientation of dsi if
[n,V\,...,Vk], with n a basis vector of Tpsi pointing outwards,3 is the orientation
of si at p. The definition of d is extended over the whole complex # by treating
it as a linear operator

d fe aixλ = Σ afiXu XieV. (3.22)

It is clear that acting on an element of ^ , d gives another element of c€. Also, d
acts as an odd derivation of the dot product

d(X . Y) = (dX Y) 4- (-)X(X - dY), (3.23)

and anti-commutes with A
AdX = -dΔX . (3.24)

Properties (3.23) and (3.24) follow from the geometric definitions of d, ( ) and A.
Finally, using Eqs. (3.14), (3.23) and (3.24) we see that d acts as an odd derivation
of the anti-bracket:

d{X, Y} = {dX, Y} + ( - ) x + 1 {X, dY} . (3.25)

Following [2] we now define an odd operator

δ = d + %Δ , (3.26)
and verify that it squares to zero

δ2 = (d + %Δf = d2+ h(dA + Ad) + h2A2 = 0 . (3.27)

We can therefore define cohomology of δ in the complex (€. In the next section
we shall see that the string vertices that define a string field theory can be naturally
associated to a cohomology class of δ.

3.5. Representations on the Space of Functions of String Fields. For a string
theory formulated around any specific matter conformal field theory with c = 26,

3 To obtain an outward vector one constructs a diffeomorphism between the neighborhood of
p and a suitable half-space. The outward vector is the image under the diffeomorphism of the
standard normal to the half space (see, for example [9]).
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there is a natural map from the subspaces of moduli spaces of punctured Riemann
surfaces to the space of functions of the string field. This map is obtained via

the objects (Ω(*)flf'π|, which are (if*)" valued (6g + 2n - 6) + k forms on <^ π .

Here i f denotes the subspaee of the Hubert space of the combined matter-ghost

conformal field theory, annihilated by b^ and LQ, and J^ is the dual Hubert

space. (For the precise definition of (Ω^g'n\, see Refs. [10,2].) Given an element

^ \ < £ > of * , we define

Λ ' 'nWi •"!«%. (3.28)

Here, for convenience of writing, we have not included the string field | Ψ) in the
argument of / . This operation is extended to the whole complex %> by taking

(3-29)

where at are any set of numbers and Xι G #Vϊ. The function f(X) of a space X
of definite dimension, is grassmann even if the dimension of X is even, and is
grassmann odd if the dimension of X is odd. The map / is not defined for spaces
containing zero, one, and two punctured spheres, as well as tori without punctures.
For higher genus surfaces without punctures the map was given in Ref. [2]. We
now claim that the standard Δ and product operations in the space of string fields
are related to the corresponding operations in the moduli space in a simple manner:

f(AX) = -Δf{X),

f(X Y) = f(X) /(7), X,Ye%. (3.30)

This is the homomorphism between the Riemann surface BV algebra, and the BV
algebra of string functionals.4 It follows from (3.14) and the above equations that

f({X,Y}) = -{f(X),f(Y)}. (3.31)

The second equation of (3.30) follows immediately from the definition of / in
(3.28) and the definition of the dot product in (2.9). The derivation of the first
equation is somewhat more involved. It was shown in Ref. [2] that

f(Δs/) = -Δf{sί),

(332)

for symmetric basic spaces J / , ^ . In order to establish the first equation in (3.30)
an induction argument is useful. To begin with one shows that the second equations
in (3.30) and (3.32), and (3.17) imply that whenever f({X9st}) = -{f(X),f(s*)}
holds for jtf a symmetric basic space and X fixed, then f({X &,stf}) =
—{f(X ^ ) , / ( J / ) } with 3 a symmetric basic space. This fact implies that

f({X9s/}) = -{f(X),f(s/)} , (3.33)

4 The minus sign of the first equation could be eliminated if so desired, by changing the
definition of either the geometrical or the functional A operator.
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holds for arbitrary X and J / an arbitrary symmetric basic space. Using the sec-
ond equation in (3.30), the first equation in (3.32), (3.33) and (3.14) one can then
show that whenever f(ΔX) = -Δf(X) holds for fixed X, then f(A(X . jtf)) =
—Δf(X «*/) holds with ja/ a symmetric basic space. This fact, used in a sim-
ple induction argument, implies the first equation in (3.30). This concludes our
verification of the homomorphism.

3.6. Contractions and Lie Derivatives of Spaces of Surfaces. Given a vector field

U in ^ )(^1' ' ^ ] , we define an operation that increases the degree of a space of

surfaces by one. Given a surface Σ we let f^Σ denote the surface obtained by

following the integral curve of the vector field U a parameter length t. If X is a

subspace of ^[lu''''gn

r

r] which is symmetric in all the punctures, we define

i μ = {f^x, te[09u]}9 (3.34)

that is, the space of surfaces obtained by taking every element of X and including

in the resulting set all the surfaces obtained while following the integral curves

of U a parameter length u. The orientation of IJiX will be denoted by [U, [X]].

Note that this definition does not require that the vector field be defined over all of

^fn ' '«r) Given a space X the vector field only needs to be defined in a suitable

neighborhood of X. We also define

Lu

dX = f£X-X9 (3.35)

which computes the difference between the space of surfaces we get by following
the integral curve a parameter distance u and the original space of surfaces. It
follows from the definitions given above that

dl£X = -IgdX + IXX , (3.36)

since the boundary operator picks two types of contributions, one from the boundary
of X (with a minus sign because both d and / are odd), and the other from the
endpoints of the displacement along the integral curves of U.

We now extend our complex ^ by including in it the following formal limits:

^ X Ξ l i m -UX,

^X= lim -IXX . (3.37)

This defines the linear operators i^ and ££<£ in the complex (β. We can now use

the definitions given in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8) of Ref. [1] to verify that

J Ω = fJ?ΰΩ, (3.38)

e^x x
u
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where, in the right-hand sides i^Ω and SffiΩ denote respectively the contraction
operation and Lie derivative on the canonical forms Ω appearing in Eq. (3.28). We
now impose the following identification on the new elements i^X and SP^X of (6\

= XfiX + #U2X . (3.39)

These identifications are compatible with Eq. (3.38) since the contraction of forms
i^ and the Lie derivative of forms j£?^ are both linear on the vector field argument

U.5 In terms of the new objects Eq. (3.36) implies that

dι"ΰX =-ffrdX + <?VX . (3.40)

4. Closed String Vertices as Cohomology in # and a Lie Algebra

In the present section we will begin by showing that the element erln G #, where
y is the sum of the closed string field theory vertices, is annihilated by the odd
operator δ introduced in Sect. 3.3. Since δ squares to zero, erl% is a candidate for
a cohomology class. We then reconsider the work of Ref. [1] and show that the
difference between er/% and er /h, where y and y1 are consistent string vertices,
is a ^-trivial term. We conclude by discussing a background independent Lie algebra
that is constructed using the cohomology class y and is isomorphic to a subalgebra
of the string field theory gauge algebra.

4.1. Closed String Vertices as a Cohomology Class. The vertices of a string field
theory can be associated with (6g + 2n — 6) dimensional subspaces yg^n of ^ ,« ,
satisfying the recursion relations [10]:

Let us now define

i n ^ 3 for g = 0 ,

n ^ 1 for g = 1 , (4.2)

n ^ 0 for g ^ 2 .

It then follows from (4.1) that the recursion relations can be written as

ey + %Δy + x-{y, y} = o. (4.3)

We shall now show that a y satisfying this equation defines a cohomology
element of δ. We define the exponential function of an even element X £ <$ by the

5 This means that (i^ ^X — i^X — i^X) is in the kernel of the homomorphism / defined
U\ + U2 U\ U2

in Eq. (3.28). Since ultimately we are interested in applying this formalism to string theory, we
do not lose anything by defining this difference to be zero in <tf itself.
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usual power series

exp(X) Ξ l + H - V l + ^ I . I . I + . . . (4.4)

It follows from Eq. (3.23) that

<?[exp(X)] = dX exp(X). (4.5)

Moreover, using Eq. (3.14) we find

A exp(X) = (AX + \{X,X} ) exp(X). (4.6)

From the last two equations we get,

(Sexp(X) = (δ + hA)exp(X) = (dX + %AX + )-fi{X,X}\ exp(X). (4.7)

Making use of Eq. (4.7) we see that we can now write the recursion relations (4.3)

in the simple form
5θr/ft) 0. (4.8)

Thus Qxp(i^/h) defines a cohomology element of δ. It is clear that
is not δ trivial since the expansion begins with 1, and a term of the form
δY = dY + hAY can never contain a term proportional to 1. This result, however, is
not very interesting, since even for *V = 0, exp(^/ft) = 1 will define a non-trivial
element of the cohomology. A more interesting fact is that even Qxp(ir/h) — 1,
which is δ closed by virtue of Eq. (4.8), is not δ trivial. Triviality would require
that

fΓxiT + -fΓ2-r r + = (d + hA){X} . (4.9)

More explicitly, this equation begins as

ft-^cu + = (3 + hA){X} . (4.10)

If we are to obtain the zero-dimensional space i^o,3 from the right-hand side it
cannot be from A since A always adds one dimension. Thus it must be from d. But
^0,3 cannot be written as dX for any X. This shows that (exp(^/ft) — 1) is not
trivial. This is the precise statement we have in mind when we state that the string
vertices define a cohomology class of δ.

We also note that given a set of closed string vertices satisfying the recursion
relations (4.1), we can introduce a nilpotent operator δf- through the relation

, . , , A ^ δr = δ + {r,}, (4.11)
which has the property

{ } { } {tf,<VJf} , (4.12)
and,

δ(s/er/1ί) = (δr^)er/n , (4.13)

for arbitrary subspaces jrf, M. This <V operator will be useful later on.

4.2. Changing the Closed String Vertices. In string field theory, the vertices ^ ? n

defining the δ cohomology class er/% are not unique. The simplest choice for the
vertices appears to be that determined by the minimal area problem [10] and a
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simple example of a family of consistent closed string vertices is given by the simple
deformation of attaching stubs to the vertices. In Ref. [1] the general situation when
we have a parametrized family of consistent string vertices ^ ^ ( M ) was studied.
It was shown that for infinitesimally close string vertices, the resulting string field
theories are related by an infinitesimal (though nonlinear) string field redefinition.
This redefinition respects the antibracket and its explicit form was found.

With the insight that we have obtained into the string vertices, it is natural to
expect that er{μ)^ actually represents the same cohomology class of δ for all values
of u. If so, we should be able to establish a relation of the form

jU*™ = δ(χ(u)) (4.14)

for some χ. We shall now show that this is indeed the case.
The fact that we have a family of string vertices i^{u) implies that the recursion

relations are satisfied for each value of the parameter w,

dr{u) = -)^{r{u\r(u)} - hΔr(u). (4.15)

A geometrical fact established in [1] was the existence, for each moduli space, of

a vector field U such that
fu«dr{u) = r(u + u0). (4.16)

This vector U was constructed recursively.6

Consider now infinitesimal variations du and define

) : u' G [ii,ii + du]} = I^rT(u) = duiξr(u), (4.17)

where, by definition, the orientation of a space {^{t) : t £ <3)} is given by the
ordering {d/dt, [jtf(t)]} of the tangent vectors. Using Eq. (3.36), we find

dϋί = iT{μ -h du) - TT(M) - I&diT{μ), (4.18)

where explicitly

(uf) :u' e[u,u + du]}

) . %l e [u,u + du]\

: u' e [u,u + du]\+hAir(u). (4.19)

Consider now the region Rg

n\\9

n\{u,v) G ̂ J ^ - 2 ' corresponding to the collection

of surfaces {^^^(w), ^/rg1,n2{
v)} obtained twist-sewing string vertices for fixed

6 In Ref. [1] the vector U satisfied the further requirement that the deformation of each U(l)
fiber in di^ was defined by the deformation of the constituent surface(s) appearing in the right-
hand side of (4.15) and representing the basepoint of the fiber. This additional requirement is not
necessary for the present proof. In Ref. [1] this extra requirement implied that integrals that had
to be equal were so by the manifest equality of their integrands.
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nearby values of u and v.7 Let us now introduce two vector fields U\(u,v) and
U2(u,v) on Rn\\%{u,υ) as follows:

Θ{t2), (4.20)

2 M u ι 2 2 W ^ ^ ^ 2 ) (4.21)

These equations do not determine the vector fields U\(u9υ) and U2(u,v) uniquely.
One way to fix a choice is to demand that

f*uxM&i £ rgχtΛλ{u\Σ2 G τr,2ϊΛ2(t;)} = {/^Γi, Σ2} + tf(ί2), (4.22)

and similarly for U2(u,v), where U is the vector field appearing in (4.16). This
defines the map of U( 1) classes arising from twist sewing. A map of the surfaces
themselves is obtained by fixing arbitrarily the phases around the punctures to be
sewn, as discussed in Sect. 4.7 of Ref. [1].

We will now single out two special vector fields

£>i = £/i («,!/), U2 = U2(u,u), (4.23)

defined on Rβ

n\\β^2(u,u), and we extend them arbitrarily but smoothly over some

neighborhood of Rβ

n\\β^2{u, u). We will still denote by U\ and C/2 the extended vector
fields. It follows from Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21), together with Eqs. (3.34) and (3.37)
that

(4.24)

i{τr(«),^(«)} = {{r{u),r(u)} . u' e

= -{r{u\ir{u)}, (4.25)

The minus sign on the right-hand side of the last equation can be traced to
different locations of the tangent vector d/δu on the two sides of the equa-
tion. ^ ^

We now consider the deformation of {ir{u\Y°(u)} by the vector U\ + U2. The
quantity fι ^ ^ {i^(u), i^(u)} corresponds to following the integral curve of the

vector field U\ -\- U2 for a parameter distance t. Since the vector fields Ui have been
defined in a neighborhood of R(u,u) = \JR9

n\\9^2{u,u), this is a well defined operation
for small enough t. Moreover, for sufficiently small t,f*^ ^ {V(μ\ ^(w)} can

be obtained by first following the integral curve of the vector field U\ over a
distance t, and then, starting at that deformed surface, following the integral curve of
the vector field U2 over a distance t. This is correct to order Θ(t2) since the vector

7 Since R?n\\%{u9u) is assumed to be a submanifold of ^ | ^ _ 2 , R9

n\]g

n

2

2(u,v) will also be a

submanifold of ^ j ^ ^ - 2 f° r v sufficiently close to u. It is not clear, however, that a disjoint

union of the various Rn\\%(u,υ), for different values of u and v form a submanifold of
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fields U\ and U2 are smooth. We therefore have

Ku2 + ') ' r { μ^ + °^' (4 2 6 )

The U2 in the second line refers to the smooth extension of the vector 1/2(1*, u).
This differs from the vector 1/2(11 + t, u) by a term of order t. Since we are ignoring
the order t2 terms in our analysis, we can replace the U2 in the above equation by
1/2(11 + t,t), and then, by virtue of Eq. (4.21), the right-hand side of Eq. (4.26) can
be replaced by {T(u + 0, ^ Ί > + 0 } This gives,

Λ ί ϊ +ίϊ ,{^(^X^(^)} = {^ί* + 0 , n « + 0} + 0O2) (4.27)

From Eqs. (3.34), (3.37), and (4.27) it now follows that

),r(u')} :u'€[u,u + du]} =

= duidλ+di{r(u),ψ-(u)} , (4.28)

and therefore

{{r(uf\r(u')} : uf e [u,u + du\} = du(ίdι+ίdi){r(uir(u)}

= 2{iT(u)9r(u)}9 (4.29)

where use was made of (3.39), (4.24) and (4.25). Back to (4.19) we have

ί , HT(u)} 4- %ΔHr{μ) , (4.30)l

and using (4.18) and (4.11) we get

iT(u + du) - iT(u) = d1T + {T(u\ iT(u)} + %AHT(u)

= δrH
r(u). (4.31)

Using Eq. (4.13), the above equation can be rewritten as,

- exp(-r(u)/K) = \b(iV exp(τT/ft)). (4.32)

This shows that exp(^(w + du)/h) and εxp(i^(u)/h) belong to the same cohomol-
ogy class of δ.

43. Gauge Transformations. Here we wish to note the existence of a background
independent Lie algebra intimately connected to gauge transformations. It is not
quite the usual gauge transformations, which can only be written in a background
dependent way, but it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the full gauge algebra,
and could be closely related to the underlying gauge symmetry of a manifestly
background independent string field theory.

In ref. [6], the space of gauge parameters was identified with the space of
hamiltonian functions A of the string field, with the identification A = A + ΔςF.
Here Δs = Δ + ̂ {S, } is the delta operator associated to the measure dμQxp(2S/h)
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[11]. We then had a Lie algebra 5£QT of gauge transformations defined by a
bracket [ , ]

[ΛUΛ2] = {ΛUASΛ2} = (-)Λι{AsΛuΛ2}

^ Λ Λ (4.33)

Note that since As acts as an odd derivation of the anti-bracket [6], the differences
between the various right-hand sides of the above equation are all As exact, and
hence vanish in the space of gauge parameters. Furthermore, if we add a As exact
quantity to either A\ or Λ2, then by virtue of the nilpotence of As, [Λ\,Λ2] defined
in the above equation changes by a As exact quantity.

The homomorphism between the Riemann surface BV algebra and the string
field BV algebra is easily shown to imply that [2] for any I G ^ ,

f(brX) = -Asf(X), (4.34)

where δ<r — d + hA + {^, }. This suggests a way to obtain a Lie algebra at
the level of Riemann surfaces by a construction similar to that given above. At
the level of Riemann surfaces we now form the space < ŷ of equivalence classes
X £z X + δψ Y in # and in this space define a Lie algebra ££RS,

[XuXi\ = {XuδrXi} = (-)Xl{δ^XuX2}

= X-{{Xχ,δrXi\ - {~)x^{X2,5irXx}). (4.35)

As before, the difference between various lines of the above equation vanishes in
Ήir, and, furthermore, [Xi,X2] depends only on the representative classes of X\ and
X2 in ̂ y . The Jacobi identity

(-)X^[[XUX2IX3] + cyclic permutations of XUX29X3 = 0 , (4.36)

can be verified using the following three equations:

(4.37)

and the Jacobi identity (3.16) for the BV anti-bracket.
By virtue of (4.34) / induces a well defined map between the Riemann surface

Lie algebra ££RS and the Lie algebra of gauge transformations £?GT The map is
actually a homomorphism. Indeed

[f(Xi),f(X2)] = {f(Xι)9Asf(X2)} = -{f{Xχ)J(brX2)}

= f({XubrX2}) = f([XuX2]), (4.38)

where use was made of Eqs. (4.34) and (3.31). This homomorphism is clearly not
an isomorphism. The hamiltonians of the form (ω\2\Λ\Ψ), that generate the usual
gauge transformations with parameter \Λ)9 are missing. This is so because the map
/ is not defined for one-punctured spheres and we therefore cannot get hamiltonians
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linear on the string field. While linear hamiltonians can be obtained from higher
genus surfaces with one puncture, it seems clear they are not general enough to re-
produce all possible standard gauge transformations. In particular, since all one point
functions conserve momentum (and other quantum numbers) one cannot get a \A)
with non-zero momentum. We therefore expect that /(J£RS) is only a subalgebra
S£QT of ̂ GT By the standard property of homomorphisms S£QT is isomorphic to
the quotient Lie algebra j£f&s-/Ker(/), where Ker(/) is the ideal of ££RS generated
by the elements that map to zero.

Now, as has been emphasized before, the choice of V is not unique, but there
are whole families of vertices that satisfy the recursion relations (4.1) and hence
can be used to construct a closed string field theory. We shall now argue that
the Lie algebra of gauge transformations defined above is independent of the choice
of Ψ*. Consider another lie algebra «£?' defined on the complex ^V/ of equivalence
classes X « X + δr,Y, where r' = V + δrW. In this algebra

(4.39)
where

δr, =δr + {δriT, } . (4.40)

Consider the map m : ̂  —> Ή defined as

(4.41)

where we consider iV to be small. This map gives an automorphism of the dot
algebra

m(X Y) = m(X) - m(Y), (4.42)

as one verifies using (3.17). It is not, however, an automorphism of the BV algebra.
Moreover using the Jacobi identity of the antibracket one sees that

{m(X),m(Y)} = m({X, Y}). (4.43)
We now verify that

δr,m(X) = δrm(X) + {δriT,m(X)}

= δrX + δr{X, iT} + {δr iT,X)

= δrX + {δrX,iT}, (4.44)

and therefore
δr,m(X) = m(δrX). (4.45)

This means that the map m induces a map from < ŷ to ̂ V /, since zero elements are
mapped to zero elements. Since the map m is invertible, the isomorphism between
££ and ££' is established if we show that

[m{Xx),m(X2)]' = m([XuX2]). (4.46)

This is now quite simple:

[m(X0,m(X2)]' = {m{Xι),δi,lm{X2)} = {m(X0, m(δrX2)}

(4.47)

And this concludes the proof that the Lie algebra ££RS is universal in the sense that
it does not depend on the specific choice of consistent string vertices.
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